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Article Abstract:
With technology increasing so is the number of formats of a DVD which when produced
on a home computer results in defective DVD’s. DVD’s are normally derived from some
form of digital tape media and the tape media are sometimes not totally devoid of any
defects. One problem in particular is the lag of audio and video synchronization which
could be corrupted on DV tape and may be contaminated during playback. Forensically,
DVD’s and their different formats must be analyzed with more effective data recovery
software to remain admissible as reliable tape evidence.
Keywords: defective, DVD, CD, editing, format.
Learning Objectives:

1. Formats of DVD’s.
2. Identify the characteristics of a defective DVD.
3. Learn how corrupted DVD’s maybe excluded as reliable
digital evidence.

Multiple choice test questions:
What is the most popular format of DVD today?
Name two characteristics of a bad DVD?
What are the contributing factors of poor audio/video sync problems?
What is the primary audio coding for DVD’s?
What are the primary codec’s employed in DVD production?
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Corrupted DVD’s
An emerging forensic problem which may constitute untrustworthy
evidence.

There has been an increasingly larger amount of submitted DVD’s as
evidence both to litigation firms and ultimately to forensic labs. Quite often
the submitter from the law firm provides a DVD which is obviously
corrupted and contains visible artifacts such as color banding, blockiness,
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blurriness, missing detail, and other suspicious visual events which are not
consistent with a normal DVD. As individuals are increasingly creating
their own DVD’s, (utilizing their home computer and inappropriate DVD
software and burner hardware) there is increasing corruption and
degradation on submitted DVD’s. Corrupted CD’s made on defective
hardware and software can result in unreliable evidence (audio or video) and
was documented in an earlier published paper. (1)
This paper will attempt to document the more fundamental causes and
factors for poor DVD production and what forensic artifacts are normally
associated with defective DVD manufacturing. In addition attention will be
focused on poorly made DVD-Videos; the disadvantages of DVD especially
concerning different manufacturer recording and playback units; regional
or country codes which preclude nationwide playback capability; copy
protection issues; together with out of sync audio and video components of a
DVD. In addition there are incompatible DVD disks that can’t be played
back on different DVD recorders and improper usage of DVD authoring
systems which together result in corrupted DVD’s features which would add
to their untrustworthiness as forensic evidence.
Modern day DVD’s hold approximately two hours of high quality video
but in early 2002 Japanese DVD manufacturers adjusted the nature of their
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playback laser beam which had a narrower focus and expanded the DVD
capacity from 4.7GB to 27GB. Double sided disks will hold approximately
50GBs of storage capability. Unfortunately, the blue laser drives are not
automatically backward-compatible with DVD drives, and manufacturers
will have to develop a new type of playback system for these larger DVD
disks.
DVD is data compressed technology which essentially matches broadcast
quality but normally plays back at a standard DVD rate of MPEG-2 Video
(Motion Expert Group No. 2).
Unfortunately DVD disks have become more complex as the authoring tools
improve so there are more engineering flaws within the DVD player
mechanism to include firmware upgrades in both the software and hardware.
Problems can also exist during playback because of damaged or defective
disks, and defective players include over 100 different DVD players which
are unable to playback certain types of DVD’s. (2)
Different DVD Formats
As of 2005 there were 144 possible variations of the DVD format
which produced 24 different physical format variations. The first standard
DVD format was DVD-R which stands for DVD recordable. The DVD-R
can hold 4.7 GB on each side of the disk for a total of 9.4 GB of data on a
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double sided disk. DVD-R subsequently became one of the most popular
formats because you could record a disk that had been used in a standard
DVD player. On the rewritable side, the standard is called DVD-RW.
These disks can also store 4.7 GB but unfortunately not all DVD players can
read DVD-RWs. Two more recent DVD standards including DVDR and
DVDRW have become available and are cheaper to manufacture and may or
may not be playable on stand alone DVD players or computer drives. In
addition there are approximately a dozen new DVD hybrids which combine
features on one or more of the earlier formats. Despite the many differences
between writable DVD formats they do have similar capabilities and
perform a similar job recording data. One of the primary physical
incompatibilities between the DVD recording formats is that some are
designed for video, another for audio data, and one for “streaming” such as
from a camcorder or a digital video receiver. None of these recording file
formats are readable by standard DVD video or audio players. In addition,
there is often found synchronization problems where a “lip sync” breakdown
occurs as the audio lags somewhat behind the video. These problems are
often caused during film production or editing or involve the improper
matching of audio and video tracks and the DVD encoding-authoring
process. (3)
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Today it is estimated that there are over 100 million DVD players or
recorders within the United States. To permit different DVD recorders to
copy DVD disks without copyright protection violations, different hardware
and software devices were developed in the late 1990’s. The foremost piece
of hardware is the IEEE1394/Fire Wire connector which transfers audio and
video data between a multitude of DVD products including computers and
digital cameras. (4)
Much of the submitted DVD disks evidence involves audio and video
data which has not been manufactured on an optimized computer or a DVD
burner to include poor authoring software. A lack of DVD calibration tests
exist which would verify there are no defects on either the physical layer of
the disk or within the content itself. The majority of evidence disks involve
the capture of analog or digital videotape information which may or may not
be transferred to a computer before the DVD is ultimately manufactured.
Whether the capture device is an analog or digital camcorder or a large
scale CCTV surveillance system, it is essential the captured analog and
digital involves optimum data rates, resolution, frame rate, audio format rate,
and efficient capture cards for A/D conversion purposes. Dropped or
missing frames can occur when the capture computer is incapable of storing
the video to disk data fast enough. The capture software often repeats the
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last successfully captured frame on a multitude of occasions which can cause
interruptions in the video stream. Another important consideration for
effective hard drive capture is to defragment the computer hard drive
through an appropriate Windows tool such as disk defragmenter or disk
optimizer. (5)
Artifacts and Other Editing Annoyances
DVD’s are normally derived from some form of digital tape media
including DV consumer digital mini DV tape or broadcast digital tape
format such as DV PRO or DV CAM, D1, D2, D3, D4, etc. These digital
tape formats are sometimes not totally devoid of any defects. There are a
number of artifacts and other picture defects which are part of the digital
recording world and usually come in three varieties, “mosquito noise”“quilting”, and “motion blocking”. Other picture defects include “drop
outs” or “banding” (a sign of tape damage or head clogging). The most
noticeable spatial artifacts are “feathering” or “mosquito noise” which
involves diagonally fine detail corruption. These are compression induced
errors usually seen around sharp edged text, and they show up as pixel noise
within eight pixels of the edge detail. Spatial quilting artifacts can also be
observed on certain diagonal lines, typically long straight edges about 20
degrees off of the horizontal axis.
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Sometimes it’s possible to notice the quilting artifacts while panning slowly
across a particular scene. Motion blocking occurs when the two fields in a
frame are too different for the DV codec to compress them together. Motion
blocking is best observed in a static scene shot through which objects are
moving or in the immediate vicinity of the moving object. Dropouts may
appear as small signal block errors or as multiple blocks depending upon the
nature of the degradation. (6)
Unlocked Audio or Poorly Synced Video with Audio
There have been numerous reports of “lip sync” problems where the
audio lags behind the video or sometimes precedes the video. There have
been numerous problems reported in the past with a variety of Pioneer and
Sony models to include some PC decoder cards. The contributing factors to
the sync problems include:
1. Improper sync in audio/video encoding or DVD-video formatting.
2. Poor sync during film production or editing.
3. Loose sync tolerance in the player.
4. Delay in the external decoder receiver.
Unfortunately since DV was designed as a consumer format, unlocked audio
was allowed to exist as a cost saving measure where the internal audio clock
is somewhat imprecise and up to plus or minus 25 audio samples can be
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written to tape in an imprecise manner. Normally the unlocked audio should
not drift for too long a period of time before it does sync up with the video
signal. The way the audio is recorded depends upon the type of DVD burner
employed in producing the sound. The standard sampling rates are 32 KHz
or two channels of 16 bit each of 48 KHz quality. The audio is interleaved
with the video and both are recorded by the two rotating video heads. In
addition to the audio/video and other sub-code data there exists small guard
bands in DV tape production which includes “header” information which is
basically a data packet and further includes SYMPTE time code, user bits,
scene markers, camera location, etc. DV tape also contains sufficient
“header” data which would result in possible corruption during playback if
the sub-code data is improperly encoded on the tape. (7)
Displaying DVD Video
Video clips are normally displayed in two different methods: interlaced
scan or progressive scan. Progressive scan is normally seen in computer
monitors and digital TV’s and they display all horizontal lines of the picture
at one time. Interlaced scan normally uses standard television formats and
displays only half of the horizontal lines at a time. It relies on earlier TV
technology to blend the two different video fields together to create what
appears to be a single picture. DVD’s are designed to be interlace-scan
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displays but if the original video format consists of a movie, it is highly
recommended that a progressive scan DVD player be purchased which will
play back the movie at the appropriate frame rate and resolution.
DVD Production Basics
Essentially all DVD production involves three steps; Content Creation,
Menu Creation, and Linking Menus to the appropriate content data.
After previewing the audio, video and other content materials to insure they
are being played back as planned, it is necessary to compress the video files
to MPEG-2 format in rendering the final DVD disk.
Computers do have the potential to produce better video than desktop
video players by using progressive display and higher scan rates but many
PC systems fail to reproduce the picture quality as a home player connected
to a quality T.V. where the PC decoder cards or the VGA cards must have a
T.V. output. The quality of the video provided by a PC depends in large part
on the decoder’s capabilities, the graphics card, the T.V. encoder chip and
other factors. In most cases a PC based DVD burner connected to a
progressive-scan monitor or video projector instead of a standard T.V. will
usually produce better quality video.
There can be serious compatibility problems with recordable DVD
formats. For example many of the writable formats are fully compatible
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with each other or even with existing drives and players. Some later DVD
versions which have a multi- logo are guaranteed to read additional DVD
formats while a DVD multi-recorder can record using all three formats.
Those individuals experiencing problems playing DVDs on their computer
should get updated software. Incompatible drivers are the biggest cause of
playback problems ranging from freeze-up to error messages to region code
problems. It is recommended that you obtain tech support from the website
of your equipment manufacturer and obtain the latest drivers for your
graphics adaptor, audio card, and DVD decoder. (8)

Technical Aspects of DVD Production
Digital video is comprised of a series of dots called pixels each holding
different color values. For DVD each grid of 720 squares by 578 squares
represents a still image called a frame. It takes 30 frames to convey motion.
For DVD audio the resulting sound is comprised of both intensity and
frequency information. For DVD these numbers are “sampled” over 48
thousand times a second which is far superior than its analog counterpart.
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With digital signal processing about 13% of the digital information before
modulation is extra information which is used for error correction. As the
data is read from the disk the error correction data is separated and checked
against the remaining information. If it doesn’t match, the error correction
codec’s are used to correct the situation. (9)
A codec is an abbreviation for compressor/de-compressor, or
encode/decode, depending upon its purpose. Essentially all video
compression technology involves the encoding of the initial compressed file
and then subsequent decoding for remote viewing. Familiar codec’s include
MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MP-3, MPEG-4, Real audio, Real video, Sorenson, and
Microsoft Windows Media video and audio. Most codec’s involve two
different types of compression to achieve their target data rates including
intra-frame compression and inter-frame compression which are techniques
used to remove redundancies between frames.
Digital Audio Coding
DVD uses three different types of audio coding including MPEG-1 which
has three compression techniques. MPEG-2 digital audio compression adds
multiple channels and is backward compatible with MPEG-1 decoders. The
primary audio coding for DVD manufacturer is Dolby digital which
provides up to 5.1 channels of discrete audio data. Dolby Digital uses a
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frequency transform and groups the resulting values into frequency bands of
varying widths to match the critical bands of human hearing. Over 50
million Dolby digital decoders are now situated through out the United
States compared to almost no MPEG-2 audio decoders. (10)
DVD Internet Resource Sites
Top DVD info sites include: 1. Robert’s DVD. 2. DVD PHD
(www.dvdphd.com). 3. The Digital Bits. 4. DVD File. 5. DVD Review.
6 DVD Answers. 7. DVD Player. 8. Chad Fogg’s DVD Technical Notes.
9. DVD White papers from Sonic Solutions and 10. Tristan’s MPEG
Pointers and Resources.
DVD Testing/Verification Services

Testing/Verification Services include; 1. CD Associates (714-733-8580); 2.
Intellikey Labs in Burbank CA. (818-953-9116); 3. Sonic Solutions
(www.sonic.com), which provides diagnostic tools for Windows; 4.
Testronic Labs in Burbank CA. (818-845-3223); and 5. WAMO, URL of
www.ivyhill-wms.com. (11)
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Suggested Forensic Examination Techniques

A duplicate either on hard drive or on a suitable DVD should be made as
soon as the original evidence DVD has arrived. If playback or compatibility
problems arise during the playback, it may be necessary to obtain if not the
original DVD burner at least a similar make and model instrument for
playback of the questioned DVD recording. As many of the corrupt or
edited DVD playback anomalies are readily discernable during a visual and
aural review of the DVD, suspicious record events maybe identifiable
through appropriate CD-DVD diagnostic software. For example, CD-DVD
diagnostic is a useful program that recovers data from unreadable, scratched,
corrupt, or defective CD and DVD disks. This particular program provides
sector examinations, checking of disk memory and checks point issues;
locates files that have been dropped from the directory structure, and the
examination process is done automatically when errors are detected in the
directory structure.
A device manufactured by Data Duplication Ltd. called
FDA-100 is an automatic forensic disk reader/ analyzer, which provides
hardware solutions to corrupted DVD disks. This device also analyzes disk
and data information and also allows for multiple examinations without
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rescanning. It also displays sectors and searches the disk surface for
corrupted data. It also is able to recover the original time stamp information
when the disk was mastered.
An additional software program is provided by InfinaDyne in the
Chicago area and includes a thorough examination of the DVD disk which
may take anywhere from a few seconds to hours depending on how the disk
was recorded or if there were any errors returned while reading it. As errors
are detected a dialog is made to identify each suspicious sector. Analysis
results are presented in three of the more common formats for writing a
DVD disk, ISO-9660, Joliet, and UDF disks. InfinaDyne also provides
periodic classes and is tailored for professionals and data recovery, forensic,
and law enforcement. (13)

The need for more effective DVD data recovery and forensic analysis
will continue and may affect the admissibility and reliability of DVD
evidence disks. (13)
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